
GUIDELINES FOR PREPARING YOUR WORK 
FOR HANGING AT THE CAG GALLERY 

(prepared by Meg Nicks, Sunny Raven Gallery) 

 
CAG’s Gallery represents a professional setting for artists to exhibit their work. Presenting one’s 
work in a professional manner is very important as it creates a good impression for the general 
and buying public. It is also good practice for CAG members for preparing to submit to 
commercial and public galleries, special exhibitions and competitions. 
 
There are also a number of finishing issues which the gallery directors encounter over and over. 
If work is not prepared properly for hanging, it means that these volunteers who give so much of 
their time on everyone’s behalf must take even more time to hang your work! 
 
Be sure to go to the CAG website, click on Members Information and then Useful Documents. 
There you will find information on matting and hinging your artwork as well as other documents 
which you should find valuable, including guidelines for pricing your art. Be sure to read them! 
 
It’s important to realize that the wire hanging system in the gallery introduces some limitations 
to hanging. All work must be able to hang from the hook on the hanging wire. The gallery 
directors do not want to put nails in the wall, as that looks shabby quickly. (Exceptions are 
allowed for the Small Gems Show at Christmas time, as the gallery usually gets its once-a-year 
paint job after this exhibition.) Painting and wall repair is all done by volunteers!! 
 
What works with the gallery system: 

 2 hangers with wire 
 IKEA frames with clips as long as wire is attached 

 
What doesn’t work includes (but is not limited to): 

 No hanger at all 
 Sawtooth hangers 
 IKEA and other factory backings with hangers imbedded in the backing 
 All factory hanging systems that are not 2 hangers with wire 
 Slots and lathe strips that often come with plaque mounts and back-mounted photographs 

 
When showing unframed canvases: 

 Be sure that the sides are finished, with no staples showing 
 Include hangers with wire 

 
Tools useful for preparing your work for hanging: 

 Screwdriver (one with multiple heads is the best) 
 Pliers which can cut wire 
 Measuring tape or good ruler & pencil 
 Awl or small drill 
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Hangers 
A variety of hangers are available. Selecting one that works with the weight of your piece is 
important! 

 Small and light pieces are adequately served with light triangle hangers or one hole strap 
hangers which use one screw per side. 

 Larger pieces will require heavier strap hangers. These come in 2- and 4-hole versions. 
The depth of your screws will relate to the depth of your wood frame or stretcher. The 
longer the screw you can put in, the stronger the hanging system is. 

 Metal frames also have side rail hangers available and these need to be used with wire 
attached. 

 lf your piece is very wide, whether in metal or wood, you may need to support it by 
adding a third hanger at the bottom in the centre of the frame and threading your wire 
through this in addition to the side hangers. The wire will make a triangular form and add 
to the support at the bottom.  
 

Metal frames are the most susceptible to the glass popping out of the long side, but wood frames 
that are a little too small for the size of the picture can also have this problem. 
 
Wire 
There are various types of picture wire available. 

 If you use the kind that consists of a number of fine strands twisted together and which 
has no coating, it is necessary to clip the ends of the wire with your wire-cutters after it’s 
twisted around the hanger. This finishes the ends of the wire so that it does not cut the 
fingers of anyone handling or hanging the picture. 

 If you use the wire that has a plastic coating, it is fine the way it is. The plastic coating 
protects the fingers of anyone handling the framed piece! 

 
Installing Hangers & Wire 
Locate hanger position: 

 Put your picture face down. The hangers should be placed 1/3 of the way down the side 
of the frame. Measure this distance, from the top of the frame, and mark it with a pencil. 
If you have an awl, use it to start the hole for the screw.  

 If the wood is a hard wood, such as oak, drilling a small starter hole will be very helpful! 
 Install hangers and screws. 

 
Wiring the picture: 

 Thread the wire through the hangers. Looping it around the hangers twice adds to the 
strength. Twist the extra wire neatly and tightly at each end. It looks tidy and does not 
come apart. 

 When stretching the wire between the hangers, be sure it is not stretched tight. It needs a 
little slackness. Too much slackness, however, means that the picture will hang out from 
the wall too much. This effect is worse with small pictures. Practice helps with judging 
this. 
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Bumpers: 
 Bumpers of felt or plastic at the bottom corners of your picture are useful and CAG 

recommends that you use these.  
 They are very important with metal frames, which will scratch and mark the wall easily. 
 But they are also very helpful with wood frames to reduce the risk of scratching the wall. 
 The other function of bumpers is that they allow some air flow behind your picture. This 

helps to reduce build-up of humidity or even heat behind the picture. 
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